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Disease Detectives vs Asian Tiger Mosquito
It is a warm summer's day. The three
friends -Lucy, Michael and Thomasare having a picnic at the allotment
of Lucy's parents.

However, their picnic had uninvited guests.

...target detected at 133.411
...thermal scan: warm blooded
...sweat composition: human
...initiate attack sequence
I heard you
need really good
mosquito repellent
if you want to hike in
Sweden.

? ? ?

OUCH!

Thanks a lot
for the ice cubes.
What a relief!

What happened at the
picnic? We've never had that
many mosquitoes before?
Especially not during
the day!

I looked them
up in my insect book!
Our attackers
were...

Asian Tiger
Mosquitoes

! ! !

5 white
rings on
back legs

Last segment
of its back
legs is white
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Mosquito fits
on the head of
the smallest
lego brick...

The tiger mosquito
can transmit a lot of
dangerous diseases like
Dengue, Zika or
Chikungunya.

...and inside the
globe on a 1c coin
from Europe!

1 cm
1/4"

white central line
from back to tip
of head, running
between the eyes

Matchstick
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Don't worry,
Thomas. You can only
get sick if the mosquito
has previously bitten an
infected person.

The problem starts if:
(1) a tourist gets infected abroad
(2) returns home with the disease
(3) gets bitten here by an Asian Tiger Mosquito
(4) which AFTERWARDS bites a local from here
(5) who THEN falls sick
She lays
them in small
containers of
water.
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The female
mosquito needs
the blood for
making eggs.
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It takes about
14 days for the whole
cycle from egg to water
larvae to flying
mosquitoes.

14 days?
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The Tiger Mosquito
prefers small water
containers.
Such as:

It does
not breed in large
swimming pools,
lakes or rivers.

So what
happens if I empty
the container
after 7 days?
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No Way!
The mosquitoes
need a new breeding
place!
Oh no!
We need a new
picnic site.

The Disease Detectives!
But who
will drive them
off?

After applying lots of mosquito repellent, the three friends
revisit the crime scene and remove all breeding sites.
I put the watering
can upside down so there is no
water left inside for laying eggs.
And with the gutter cleaned
there is no stagnant water on
the roof either.

I made a hole
in the tyre swing so the
water drains out. the pebbles
and the sand in the saucers
under the plant pots leave
no room for breeding
mosquitoes.

We have to empty
all water containers once a week.
But we cannot drain the rain barrel,
so I put a cover on top of it.

The BT-pills*
will do the rest.

*Bacillus thuringiensis is a bacterium that
produces a powerful toxin that only kills
mosquitoe larvae and not other insects.
One BT toxin-pill protects about two weeks.

And so the disease detectives gather
a huge mosquito intervention team.
No, this was just
the beginning.
Phew, we
did it!

Thomas is right.
We need to remove all
breeding sites in the
neighbourhood.
But we cannot
do this alone.
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So you
need to change
the water...

...every 7 days!

With the Asian Tiger Mosquito driven out of their place, the
mosquito intervention team holds a big victory picnic.

Fin...
The Asian Tiger Mosquito (Aedes albopictus) used to live in the tropical Regions of the
world. It was transported to temperate regions like North America and Europe in old
tyres that were carried by cargo ships. With little water puddles inside and the warm
sun shining on them during the long journey, the black tyres were the best breeding
places ever!
After arrival, the mosquitoes quickly found new
places to breed and bite, like Lucy, Thomas and
Michael's allotment. The mosquitoes alone just bite
and cannot infect anyone as long as everbody
around them is healthy. But the moment they bite
someone infected with Dengue or Zika virus, they
can then transmit that Virus to everyone they bite
afterwards. Because of that, they are called
"disease vectors".
And this is also why you have to prevent mosquito
breeding sites in the first place. It becomes even
more important if there are already established
colonies in your region. Prevention is easy: just
make
sure
the
14
day
breeding-cycle
gets
interrupted by changing water or dropping BT-pills.
established

And don't forget to bring your friends!

introduced

absent

unknown

Aedes albopictus distribution. ECDC, Stockholm 2019, https://ecdc.europa.eu/
en/disease-vectors/surveillance-and-disease-data/mosquito-maps
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Disease Detectives Mosquito Quiz
1. Why do you have to empty water
containers in your garden at least once in
a week?
A: if you don't, they overflow.

Find the breeding grounds!

B: Asian Tiger Mosquitoes need two weeks
to hatch and this stops their development.
C: The postman could trip over the
container and get wet shoes.

2. How big is the asian tiger mosquito?
A: like a baby tiger
B: like a bee
C: it fits into the globe of the European
1c coin
3. Why should we prevent the tiger mosquito
from breeding here?
A: it can transmit dangerous diseases like
Dengue or Chikungunya

Can you lead the mosquito
to its breeding grounds?

B: it bites a lot
C: birds get sick when they eat them

Can you find the matching
mosquito tiger?

A

http://www.mazegenerator.net/

C

D
Colourme!

B
e
Mosquitoes: bottom right
Bucket
Maze: Flower Vase and
Answers: 1B, 2C, 3A

http://www.disease-detectives.org/mosquito-cartoon.html

